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I. BA.CKG=OU 

An employee concern was transmitted t~o TWA by the USUEC in a 
letter dated may 1.* 19" . The concern. was referred to the 

Chatanog Employee Concern Pro&ra site lareetatve (EC-Sl) 
for investigation. The concern was identiufi by the VIC as 
no. Rfl-85-A-0135 and was stated as follows: 

"This amwnymms allegation stated that the qualifications of 
Testing and Exami~nation personnel were inadequ e-.  

Closure of this item should include a determination that 
Testing and Examination personnel do in fact bave required 
training with appropriate documentation.  

This allegation is generic to ali TWA nuclear plants. 

Requests for additional information were ino" to the NRC on boo 
occasions in order to more clearly identify the issues of the 
employee concern. The NRC provided the following additional 
information: 

-The concerc was received on March 23, 1965. It was stated to 
apply to Browns Ferry but could have generic implications.  

-The alleger questioned the validity of TWA's response to 
Generic Letter 81-01 (dated May 4. 1981) which addressed 
ANSI 945.2.6 requirements.  

-The concern involves Q'~aLity Assurance-Nlondestructive 
Examination (QA-IFDE) personnel in TWA's Construction 
organization.  

The Chattanooga ECP-SR categorized this concern as a Management 
and Personnel (HP) concern and determined it to be ==cLear sa' sty 
related with potential generic applicability to all TWA nuclear 
plants. This concern has also been identified and Lracked by the 
Watts Bar ZCP-SR as concern go. ECP-S-WB 462-01.  

In addition, the Watts Bar ECP-SZ received a separate employee 
concern which is considered to involve an istu& within the context 
of ECP-86-WB-462-01. This separate concern is designated as No.  
ECP-86-WB-433-0l. It was categorized as a QA/QuaLity Control (QC) 
concern and determined to be nuclear safety related with potential 
generic applicability to all Watts 3ar (UDE) inspector training 
programs. The concern was stated as foLLows: 

-Instrumentation QC inspector training needs i-proving.

This investigation report is applicable to all of the above 
identified employee concerns.
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